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The Writing Process
Tools to demystify your writing

Good writing may be magical,
but it's not magic.

Science Science CommunicationCommunication
Session 1 Session 1 part part 22

Everyone has a writing process.
What is yours?
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Why do you need a writing
process?

 It can help writers toIt can help writers to
organize their thoughts.organize their thoughts.

 It can help writers toIt can help writers to
diagnose and solve theirdiagnose and solve their
writing problems.writing problems.

 It can help writers to avoidIt can help writers to avoid
frustration.frustration.

 It can help writers to useIt can help writers to use
their time productively andtheir time productively and
efficiently.efficiently.

 It helps to get a goodIt helps to get a good
result.result.

The design process

From Mike Ashby, How to write a paper
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The Writing Process
 ResearchResearch
 FocusFocus
 SelectSelect
 OrderOrder
 DraftDraft
 RewriteRewrite

Content

Form

format

typography

layout

mechanics

grammar

usage

punctuation

spelling
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The Writing Process
 ResearchResearch
 FocusFocus
 SelectSelect
 OrderOrder
 DraftDraft
 RewriteRewrite

Research

 Sniff aroundSniff around
 Explore ideasExplore ideas
 Collect evidenceCollect evidence
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Focus
Finding what the story is really aboutFinding what the story is really about
requiresrequires

–– careful reporting, careful reporting,
–– sifting through evidence, sifting through evidence,
–– experimentation, and experimentation, and
–– critical thinking. critical thinking.

Focus
The focus of story can beThe focus of story can be
expressedexpressed
 in a lead sentence, in a lead sentence,
 a summary paragraph, a summary paragraph,
 a headline or title, a headline or title,
 a theme statement, a theme statement,
 a thesis or a thesis or
 a question the story will a question the story will
answer for the reader.answer for the reader.
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Select
 Don Don’’t dump thet dump the
contents of yourcontents of your
notebooks into the story!notebooks into the story!
 You will use sometimes half, You will use sometimes half,
sometimes one tenth ofsometimes one tenth of

what they havewhat they have
gathered.gathered.

 But how do you decide what to But how do you decide what to
include and, more difficult, what toinclude and, more difficult, what to
leave out?leave out? Focus

Order
put information in an outline,

a plan,
a concept,

a structureOUTLINE
I.   Beginning

A. Grab attention
B. State thesis

II.  Middle
A.  Build points
B.  Develop ideas
C.  Support main claim

III.  End
A.  Re-emphasise main
        idea
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Draft
 Put your notes away andPut your notes away and

start writing a draft!start writing a draft!
 Give yourself ample timeGive yourself ample time

to work on your projectto work on your project
 Find a comfortable placeFind a comfortable place

to do your writingto do your writing
 Avoid distractionsAvoid distractions
 Take breaksTake breaks
 You do not have to start atYou do not have to start at

the beginning. Start writingthe beginning. Start writing
the section that comesthe section that comes
together most easily.together most easily.

Rewrite

 SentenceSentence
structurestructure

 Writing styleWriting style
 Words, words,Words, words,

words...words...
 Cutting outCutting out

useless wordsuseless words

Good writers are rarely satisfied.
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The Writing Process

 ResearchResearch
 FocusFocus
 SelectSelect
 OrderOrder
 DraftDraft
 RewriteRewrite

is not a strait line.is not a strait line.  

Play with them!

The Writing Process

 ResearchResearch
 FocusFocus
 SelectSelect
 OrderOrder
 DraftDraft
 RewriteRewrite

DonDon’’t think of these words t think of these words 
as tools. as tools. 

Think of them as toolboxes.Think of them as toolboxes. 

Each of these boxes describes a mode of writing andEach of these boxes describes a mode of writing and
thinking that contains its own tool set.thinking that contains its own tool set.
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Writing begins with anWriting begins with an
idea.idea.

Research
Who? What? When?
Where? Why? How?

Interviewing, 
reading, 
observing,
taking notes ...

Search around your topic: Which are the interesting
angles?

At that point confusion often
sets in.

This is This is a story a story about about ........
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The lead –
an attention grabber!

When journalists talk about beginnings of
stories the word they use is « lead ».

 Based on it, a reader makes a
   critical decision: Shall I go on?

FocusFocus

The lead
 A simple bold, challenging, announcing orA simple bold, challenging, announcing or

surprising statementsurprising statement
 A Question or a riddleA Question or a riddle
 Action and sound effectAction and sound effect
 An ExclamationAn Exclamation
 A QuotationA Quotation
 DescriptionDescription
 A demand or a challengeA demand or a challenge
 A personal experienceA personal experience
 A comparison, metaphor, personificationA comparison, metaphor, personification  ......

figurative languagefigurative language
 A story or an anecdoteA story or an anecdote
 A reportA report

FocusFocus
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An excellent way to
improve your writing is to
analyse bad examples

An excellent way to improve your
writing is to choose good models

Maria Goeppert Mayer

AIP

Linus Pauling
Cal-Tech
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Focus

 Getting your ideasGetting your ideas
on paper to find theon paper to find the
best angle, a leadbest angle, a lead
and a structureand a structure

Brainstorming

Focus
CubingCubing

1. 1. describe itdescribe it  !!
22. . compare itcompare it  !!
3. 3. associate itassociate it  !!
4. 4. analyse itanalyse it  !!
5. 5. apply itapply it  !!
6. argue for and against it6. argue for and against it  !!
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Focus
SimilesSimiles

In this technique, complete the following sentenceIn this technique, complete the following sentence  ::

__________is / was / are / were like___________ .__________is / was / are / were like___________ .

Clustering: mapping out ideas

Topic
Interview statement

example
Lead idea

A motto

applicationGood quote

It is like

definition

An idea

ending
Why?

Allow yourself to start with chaos! 
Later on you will be able to create some order out of it.
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Using charts and shapes

 cycle or circlescycle or circles

Using charts and shapes
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Using charts and shapes

 The The spiderspider

Using charts and shapes

 fishbonefishbone
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Select

Start your story engine!

 A A problemproblem
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Order

Beginning

End

Middle

If you can group your ideas,
then you can write.

Most journal articles and lab
reports follow

a set organization named IMRaD

Materials and Methods

Results

Discussion

Introduction

aandnd
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IMRaD

Story shapes
Stories need a support, a shape, a

structure, in the same way a building
needs a frame and our bodies a
skeleton.

« Prose is architecture, not interior
decoration. » Ernest Hemingway
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Story shapes
Form always follows content!

The best stories often create
their own shape.

But journalists have 
at hand some forms 
and formulars.

 Summary before
details!

 Conclusions before
discussions!

 Answers before
explanations!

 General statements
before specifics!

Story shapes:
The inverted pyramid

most important information

Supporting data and
examples

additional Data

boring
dull
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Story shapes:
Stack of blocks - sandwich

 BeginningBeginning AboutAbout? So ? So whatwhat??
 Middle Middle - 1- 1 Section Section 11
 Middle Middle - 2- 2 Section Section 22
 Middle Middle - 3- 3 Section Section 33
 EndingEnding CementCement

Organise sections in a chronological, 
logical or narrative structure!

For big sandwiches, 
put another slice of bread 
somewhere in the middle.

Story shapes: The hourglass
The Top
reports the story in its most
concise form, answering the reader's
most pressing questions (the five Ws),
like in a press release.
The Turn
signals the reader that a
narrative, usually chronological,
is beginning.
The Narrative
is a story with its three elements:
a beginning, middle and end - a
chronological narrative with detail,
dialogue, and the background
information.
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Organisation patterns:
chronological

Time adverbs and phrases
In 2009, last week, at 10:15, first, second, finally, soon
after the project began ...

Organisation patterns:
chronological

Verb tense sequencing
Originally we wanted to ... More recently we have
attempted to ... Now we are trying to ... In the future we
shall try to ...
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Organisation patterns:
chronological

Grammatical parallelism
Mount the grating near the end. ... Locate a rider on the
scale. ... Adjust the grating. ... Read the distances on the
scale. ...

Organisation patterns:
Comparison and Contrast

Connective words and pharases
However, on the other hand, conversely, similary, 

like-wise, in contrast to ...
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Organisation patterns:
Comparison and Contrast

Comparative constructions
More than, -er than, less than, as ... As, rather than,

... is different from ...

Verb tense differences
Program x will be easy to implement, whereas Program

Y would entail a number of complications ...

Subordinate clauses
While, whereas, but

Parallelism
Model X is reliable and efficient, whereas Model Y is

unreliable and relatively inefficient ...

Organisation patterns:
process - flow and action
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Organisation patterns:
narration

Organisation patterns:
general to specific

specific to general
Deduction and Induction.
 You can start with a well-accepted

principle and head for the discovery of
something new. The argumentation
goes from the general to the particular.

 Or you can do the opposite: specific
facts and observations let the reader
discover and understand a general
principle.
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Organisation patterns:
surprise effect

for the general public only!

The story seems to focus a particular
point, a logic ending. But in the end it is
arriving at a surprising conclusion. So,
you have to make the reader think the
story is heading for a particular
conclusion or explanation, but you keep
the suspense until the end.

Rewrite: reviewing ideas
 Clear communicationClear communication

of ideasof ideas
 Organization ofOrganization of

paperpaper
 Paragraph structureParagraph structure
 Strong introductionStrong introduction

and conclusionand conclusion

 

checkcheck
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Form

format

typography

layout

mechanics

grammar

usage

punctuation

spelling

Rewrite: style
 Use strong verbs!Use strong verbs!

Weak verbs hide theWeak verbs hide the
energy of your workenergy of your work

 Play with words!Play with words!
 Prefer simple toPrefer simple to

technical!technical!

 

checkcheck
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Look out for good transitions!

Section #1 Section #2 Section #3

Paragraph #1 Paragraph #2 Paragraph #3

Sentence #1 Sentence #2 Sentence #3

Non-linking

Sentences have 2 parts in English.Sentences have 2 parts in English.
 Links to previous material appear in Links to previous material appear in thethe

first partfirst part..
 Emphasis and new information areEmphasis and new information are

provided by provided by the second partthe second part..
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Linking idea

In English sentences have 2 parts.In English sentences have 2 parts.
 The first part The first part links to previous material.links to previous material.
  The second part  The second part provides newprovides new

information and emphasis.information and emphasis.

Look out for good transitions!

Section #1 Section #2 Section #3

Paragraph #1 Paragraph #2 Paragraph #3

Sentence #1 Sentence #2 Sentence #3
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Mount St. Helens erupted on May 18, 1980.  A cloud of hot
rock and gas surged northward from its collapsing slope.
The cloud devastated more than 500 square kilometers of
forests and lakes.  The effects of Mount St. Helens were well
documented with geophysical instruments.  The origin of the
eruption is not well understood. Volcanic explosions are
driven by a  rapid expansion of steam.  Some scientists
believe the steam comes from groundwater heated by the
magma.  Other scientists believe the steam comes from water
originally dissolved in the magma.  We need to understand
the source of steam in volcanic eruptions.  We need to
determine how much water the magma contains.

When sentence openers do not vary, the
sentences do not seem to connect Z

Z
Z

Example from: The Craft of Scientific Writing by Michael Alley

Vary sentence openers to vary rhythm

In minutes, the mountain
emitted…

Although the exact time of the
eruption surprised scientists,
evidence had been collected...

To understand the
eruption, we have to...

Mount St. Helens erupted
on May…

 subject-verb

 prepositional phrase

Recently, debate has arisen... adverb

 dependent clause

 infinitive phrase
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Varying sentence openers enlivens the
writing and allows connections

 Mount St. Helens erupted on May 18, 1980.  Its slope
collapsing, the mountain emitted a cloud of hot rock and gas.
In minutes, the cloud devastated more than 500 square
kilometers of forests and lakes.  Although the effects of the
eruption were well documented, the origin is not well
understood.  Volcanic explosions are driven by a rapid
expansion of steam.  Recently, debate has arisen over the
source for the steam.  Is it groundwater heated by magma or
water originally dissolved in the magma itself?  To understand
the source of steam in volcanic eruptions, we need to
determine how much water the magma contains.

Example from: The Craft of Scientific Writing by Michael Alley

To decide upon the verb tense in a document,
you first plant a reference flag for t=0

Past Tense:
Events that have
already occurred

The pressure was...
For the experiment, we

assumed…
As was shown back in

Figure 1...

Air is 79 percent nitrogen.
Figure 1 shows…
The computer code in

Appendix B includes...

Present Tense:
Timeless details or
details at time of reading

Future Tense:
Events that will occur
after project

Future work will
focus on....

t = 0

t
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Generalities are not anchored.
Be specific!

    After recognizing
some problems with
the solar mirrors, we
took subsequent
corrective measures.

Trash

    After finding that high
winds (and not hail) had
cracked the ten solar
mirrors, we began
stowing all mirrors in a
horizontal position
during thunderstorms.

For precise language, you should 
avoid over-specifying details

The number of particular hydrocarbon 
combinations in our study is enormous.  
For example, the number of possible 
C20H42 is 366,319 and the number for 
C40H82 is 62,491,178,805,831.

The number of hydrocarbon combinations 
in our study is enormous.  For example, the 
number of possible C40H82 is more than 62 trillion.
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OrganisationOrganisation is hidden when headings occur is hidden when headings occur
in a long list without secondary headingsin a long list without secondary headings

Performance of
the Solar One Receiver 

Introduction
Steady State Efficiency
Average Efficiency
Start-Up Time
Operation Time
Operation During Cloud Transients
Panel Mechanical Supports
Tube Leaks
Conclusion

Performance of
the Solar One Receiver

Introduction
Receiver’s Efficiency

Steady State Efficiency
Average Efficiency

Receiver’s Operation Cycle
Start-Up Time
Operation Time
Operation During Cloud

Transients
Receiver’s Mechanical Wear

Panel Mechanical Supports
Tube Leaks

Conclusion

Proofreading tips

 Slowly read your paperSlowly read your paper
aloudaloud

 Read your paperRead your paper
backwardsbackwards

 Exchange papers with aExchange papers with a
friendfriend

 NOTE: Spell check will notNOTE: Spell check will not
catch everything, andcatch everything, and
grammar checks are oftengrammar checks are often
wrong!wrong!

 

checkcheck

“Good spelling is important in reporting science and technology”

“Good smelling is important in reporting science and technology”
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Explain ideas with facts andExplain ideas with facts and
facts with people.facts with people.

Tell them your story!Tell them your story!

Scientific Writing
Follow a logical progression,Follow a logical progression,
from problem to solution.from problem to solution.

Stay to the facts!Stay to the facts!

Popular Science Writing

   To Cite or Not to Cite?

PLAGIARISM

We must acknowledge and cite ourWe must acknowledge and cite our
sources of scholarship or risksources of scholarship or risk
charges of charges of Plagiarism.Plagiarism.

PLAGIARISM
PLAGIARISM
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   What is Plagiarism?
    ““To steal and pass off (the ideasTo steal and pass off (the ideas

or words of another) as one'sor words of another) as one's
own : use (another'sown : use (another's
production) without creditingproduction) without crediting
the source.the source.””

Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary

PLAGIARISM

   What is Plagiarism?
The word means The word means kidnapperkidnapper, from the Latin, from the Latin

plagiarius plagiarius ((MLA Handbook for Writers ofMLA Handbook for Writers of
Research PapersResearch Papers), and there are), and there are
penalties for those who penalties for those who ““kidnapkidnap”” other other
peoplepeople’’s ideas and use them as theirs ideas and use them as their
own.own.
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   What is Plagiarism?
 Presenting of the ideas of others without credit Presenting of the ideas of others without credit
to the sourceto the source
  Using of direct quotations without quotationUsing of direct quotations without quotation
marks and without credit to the sourcemarks and without credit to the source
  Cutting and pasting information without citingCutting and pasting information without citing
  Paraphrasing without credit to the sourceParaphrasing without credit to the source
  Submitting material created/written bySubmitting material created/written by
someone else as onesomeone else as one’’s owns own
  Accepting credit for a group project withoutAccepting credit for a group project without
doing your sharedoing your share
  Submitting the same paper more than onceSubmitting the same paper more than once
  Using videos, audio recordings or other mediaUsing videos, audio recordings or other media
without citingwithout citing

Intentional plagiarism
Unintentional plagiarism ?
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How to avoid plagiarism

Rule of thumb concerning quotations
Any time you use more than three words

in a row from another source, you must
put those words in quotes. That
quotation must then be directly followed
by a citation.

Place the citation after the quote but
before the period at the end of the
sentence.

What is a Citation?

  The act of citing or quoting a passage  The act of citing or quoting a passage
from a book or other reference. Afrom a book or other reference. A
passage cited; quotation. A quotationpassage cited; quotation. A quotation
showing a particular word or phrase inshowing a particular word or phrase in
context. Mention or enumeration.context. Mention or enumeration.

Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary
http://www.m-w.com/cgi-
bin/dictionary?book=Dictionary&va=ultimun
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Why use citation?

To prevent plagiarismTo prevent plagiarism
To write with authorityTo write with authority
To make possible for yourTo make possible for your
    readers to locate your source    readers to locate your source
To demonstrate your knowledgeTo demonstrate your knowledge
    acquisition    acquisition
To show your ethical valuesTo show your ethical values

credit is not like money
Giving credit to others does not diminishGiving credit to others does not diminish

the credit you get from your paperthe credit you get from your paper

 Warmly acknowledge people who have
helped you…

 Be generous to the competition.  “In his
inspiring paper [Foo98] Foogle shows....
We develop his foundation in the following
ways...”

 Acknowledge weaknesses in your approach
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Paraphrasing or the art of
rephrasing other’s phrases

Paraphrasing means that you have taken
someone else’s ideas, concepts or language
and put them in your own words. This practice
is perfectly acceptable.

HOWEVER, you must give credit where credit is
due. If you use someone else’s material and
rewrite it in your own words, you must provide
a citation after that paraphrased information.

Credit is not like money
Failing to give credit toFailing to give credit to

others can kill your paperothers can kill your paper
If you imply that an idea is yours, and the
referee knows it is not, then either

 You don’t know that it’s an old idea (bad)

 You do know, but are pretending it’s yours
(very bad)
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Credit is not like money

Failing to give credit to others canFailing to give credit to others can
damage your institution anddamage your institution and
the honest members of yourthe honest members of your
profession by loosening theprofession by loosening the
bonds of trust that tie us allbonds of trust that tie us all

together.together.

Fraud and misconduct
Peer review is not a fraud detection system.
Referees can detect wrongdoing such as
plagiarism and falsification because, as experts
with knowledge of the research field, they can
spot such things.

However, if someone deliberately falsifies data,
there is sometimes no way of knowing this until
the paper is published or even until the
experiments are repeated and scrutinised by the
scientific community.
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Fraud and misconduct
Falsifying data will kill yourFalsifying data will kill your

careercareer

Condensted matter
pyhsics and
nanotechnomogy

Hired in late 1997 by
Bell Laboratories
in New Jersey …

October 2002, Jan Hendrik Schön, PhD 1997, Univ. Konstanz

Fraud and misconduct
 2001 author of an average of one research paper

every eight days!

 He announced in Nature that he had produced a
transistor on the molecular scale. Schön claimed to
have used a thin layer of organic dye molecules to
assemble an electric circuit  that, when acted on by an
electric current, behaved as a transistor. The
implications of his work were significant... It would
have been the beginning of a move away from silicon-
based electronics towards organic electronics.
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Fraud and misconduct
In 2002 he was exposed by otherIn 2002 he was exposed by other

scientists as constructing fraudulent datascientists as constructing fraudulent data
to claim his ground-breaking discoveriesto claim his ground-breaking discoveries
in nanotechnology.in nanotechnology.

He had written and published 25 papers byHe had written and published 25 papers by
this time, lots in the high-impact journalsthis time, lots in the high-impact journals
Nature and Science.Nature and Science.

Sixteen of theses were deemed entirelySixteen of theses were deemed entirely
false.false.

How was that possible?How was that possible?

Fraud and misconduct
With so few laboratories as wellWith so few laboratories as well

equipped as Bell Laboratories, otherequipped as Bell Laboratories, other
scientists had been unable to test thescientists had been unable to test the
claims.claims.
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Fraud and misconduct
The fraud was discovered as a result ofThe fraud was discovered as a result of

other scientists comparing the publishedother scientists comparing the published
papers, which indicated a patternpapers, which indicated a pattern
between each set of data where therebetween each set of data where there
should have been random events.should have been random events.

Withdrawn journal papers
On October 31, 2002, Science withdrew eight papers:
J. H. Schön, S. Berg, Ch. Kloc, B. Batlogg, Ambipolar  field-effect transistors and inverters, Science 287, 1022 (2000)
J. H. Schön, Ch. Kloc, R. C. Haddon, B. Batlogg, A superconducting field-effect switch, Science 288, 656 (2000)
J. H. Schön, Ch. Kloc, B. Batlogg,  in organic molecular semiconductors, Science 288, 2338 (2000)
J. H. Schön, Ch. Kloc, A. Dodabala-pur, B. Batlogg, An organic solid state injection laser, Science 289, 599 (2000)
J. H. Schön, A. Dodabalapur, Ch. Kloc, B. Batlogg, A light-emitting field-effect transistor, Science 290, 963 (2000)
J. H. Schön, Ch. Kloc, H. Y. Hwang, B. Batlogg,  with tunable weak links, Science 292, 252 (2001)
J. H. Schön, Ch. Kloc, B. Batlogg,  in lattice-expanded C60, Science 293, 2432 (2001)
J. H. Schön, H. Meng, Z. Bao, Field-effect modulation of the conductance of single molecules, Science 294, 2138 (2001)

On December 20, 2002, Physical Reviews journal
withdrew six papers

On March 5, 2003, Nature withdrew seven papers
J. H. Schön, Ch. Kloc, E. Bucher and B. Batlogg. Efficient organic photovoltaic diodes based on doped pentacene. Nature 403, 408-410 (1999)

J. H. Schön, Ch. Kloc and B. Batlogg. Superconductivity in molecular crystals induced by charge injection. Nature 406, 702-704 (2000)

J. H. Schön, Ch. Kloc and B. Batlogg. Superconductivity at 52_K in hole-doped C60. Nature 408, 549-552 (2000)

J. H. Schön, A. Dodabalapur, Z. Bao, C. Kloc, O. Schenker and B. Batlogg. Gate-induced superconductivity in a solution-processed organic polymer
film. Nature 410, 189-192 (2001)

....
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Falsifying data will kill yourFalsifying data will kill your
careercareer

Fraud and misconduct
Claudius Ptolemaeus- Ptolemy -
roman citizen of Greek or Egyptian
ancestry.
He died in Alexandria around 168 AD.
Mathematician, astronomer,
geographer and poet, he is author of
several scientific treatises of
continuing importance to later  Islamic
and European science.

He published a Starcatalogue
that is an appropriated version of
a catalogue created by
Hipparchus.

It covered only the sky Hipparchus could have seen years
earlier in Greece ...
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Fraud and misconduct

Sir Isaac Newton

One of the greates
scientists ever, but he
was no saint!
He used his position to
defame his competitors
and rarely credited his
colleagues ...
And used a „fudge factor“
when needed ...

Fraud and misconduct

F.H.C. Crick

James D. Watson

Using Rosalind Franklin‘s data ...
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Fraud and misconduct
Hwang Woo-suk (1953) is a South Korean
veterinarian and researcher. He was a professor at
Seoul National University (dismissed on March 20,
2006)

Papers published in SCIENCE were later editorially
retracted after they were found to contain a large
amount of fabricated data.

Fraud and misconduct
Author on leave after Harvard inquiry
Investigation of scientistís work finds evidence of
misconduct, prompts retraction by journal

August 2010

Scientist Marc Hauserʻs studies include work on the
cognitive and evolutionary underpinnings of language.
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Fraud and misconduct
2010

Fraud and misconduct
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a few notes on paraphrasing…

 Use your own wordsUse your own words
 Work from memoryWork from memory
 Draw your own conclusionsDraw your own conclusions
 Do not simply re-arrange theDo not simply re-arrange the

original authororiginal author’’s wordss words
 Do not mimic the originalDo not mimic the original

authorauthor’’s sentence structures sentence structure

paraphrasing

Unacceptable:Unacceptable:
An ape who knew sign language unsettled linguists and startled animalAn ape who knew sign language unsettled linguists and startled animal
behaviorists.behaviorists.

Unacceptable:Unacceptable:
If the presence of a sign-language-using chimp was disturbing for scientistsIf the presence of a sign-language-using chimp was disturbing for scientists
studying language, it was also surprising to scientists studying animal behavior.studying language, it was also surprising to scientists studying animal behavior.

Fine:Fine:
When they learned of an ape's ability to use sign language, both linguists andWhen they learned of an ape's ability to use sign language, both linguists and
animal behaviorists were taken by surprise.animal behaviorists were taken by surprise.

Original:
“If the existence of a signing ape was unsettling for linguists,
it was also startling news for animal behaviorists.”
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Plagiarism example
Original passage (Original passage (Klibanski Klibanski et al. 1995):et al. 1995):

““One possibility is that the dose of estrogen effective in treating postmenopausalOne possibility is that the dose of estrogen effective in treating postmenopausal
women is inadequate in a younger population. Second, whether continuedwomen is inadequate in a younger population. Second, whether continued
improvement in bone mass can be seen in patients treated for a duration of timeimprovement in bone mass can be seen in patients treated for a duration of time
longer than the current study is unknown. A third possibility is that patients werelonger than the current study is unknown. A third possibility is that patients were
not compliant with hormone therapynot compliant with hormone therapy…….A fourth and likely explanation is that.A fourth and likely explanation is that
estrogen therapy alone cannot correct the multiple factors contributing to boneestrogen therapy alone cannot correct the multiple factors contributing to bone
loss in women with anorexia nervosa. In addition to profound estrogenloss in women with anorexia nervosa. In addition to profound estrogen
deficiency, nutritional and other hormonal variables have been implicated in thedeficiency, nutritional and other hormonal variables have been implicated in the
pathogenesis of bone loss. These factors, including IGF-1 deficiency pathogenesis of bone loss. These factors, including IGF-1 deficiency cortisolcortisol
excess and decreased androgen production are unaffected by estrogenexcess and decreased androgen production are unaffected by estrogen
administration and may have a continuing deleterious effect on bone mass.administration and may have a continuing deleterious effect on bone mass.””

Plagiarism example

Plagiarized passage (Munoz et al. 2002):Plagiarized passage (Munoz et al. 2002):
““One possibility is that the dose of estrogen estrogen dose One possibility is that the dose of estrogen estrogen dose which iswhich is effective in effective in
treating postmenopausal women is inadequate in a younger population. Second,treating postmenopausal women is inadequate in a younger population. Second,
whether continued improvement in bone mass can whether continued improvement in bone mass can maymay be seen in patients be seen in patients
treated for a duration of time longer treated for a duration of time longer longer period of timelonger period of time than the current study than the current study
is unknown. A third possibility is that patients were not compliant with hormoneis unknown. A third possibility is that patients were not compliant with hormone
therapytherapy…….A fourth and .A fourth and moremore likely explanation is that estrogen therapy alone likely explanation is that estrogen therapy alone
cannot correct the multiple factors contributing to bone loss in women withcannot correct the multiple factors contributing to bone loss in women with
anorexia nervosa anorexia nervosa ANAN. In addition to profound estrogen deficiency. In addition to profound estrogen deficiency
hypoestrogenismhypoestrogenism, nutritional and other hormonal variables have been implicated, nutritional and other hormonal variables have been implicated
in the pathogenesis of bone loss. These factors, including IGF-1 deficiencyin the pathogenesis of bone loss. These factors, including IGF-1 deficiency
cortisol cortisol excess and decreased androgen production are unaffected by estrogenexcess and decreased androgen production are unaffected by estrogen
administration and may have a continuing deleterious effect on bone mass.administration and may have a continuing deleterious effect on bone mass.””
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Plagiarism example, same paper
Original passage (Original passage (Klibanski Klibanski et al. 1995):et al. 1995):

““Our data demonstrate that, despite its usefulness in Our data demonstrate that, despite its usefulness in perimenopausal perimenopausal women,women,
estrogen and progestin administration does not reverse the profound estrogen and progestin administration does not reverse the profound osteopeniaosteopenia
seen in all young women with anorexia nervosa. seen in all young women with anorexia nervosa. Trabecular Trabecular bone loss is severebone loss is severe
and may progress despite estrogen therapy.and may progress despite estrogen therapy.””

Plagiarized passage (Munoz et al. 2002):Plagiarized passage (Munoz et al. 2002):
  ““In conclusion, our data demonstrate that, despite its usefulness inIn conclusion, our data demonstrate that, despite its usefulness in perimenopausal perimenopausal

women, estrogen and women, estrogen and gestagen gestagen administration does not reverse the profoundadministration does not reverse the profound
osteopenia osteopenia seen in all young women with AN. seen in all young women with AN. Trabecular Trabecular bone loss is severe andbone loss is severe and
may progress despite estrogen therapy.may progress despite estrogen therapy.””

Plagiarism example, same paper
Original passage (Original passage (Klibanski Klibanski et al. 1995):et al. 1995):

““There are no prospective studies of There are no prospective studies of trabecular trabecular BD in adult women with anorexiaBD in adult women with anorexia
nervosa, and it is unknown whether there is a progressive and permanent decline innervosa, and it is unknown whether there is a progressive and permanent decline in
bone mass. Although the role of estrogen replacement therapy in preventing bonebone mass. Although the role of estrogen replacement therapy in preventing bone
loss in loss in premenopausal premenopausal women is clearly established, no studies have addressedwomen is clearly established, no studies have addressed
whether is is beneficial in young women with whether is is beneficial in young women with premenopausal osteopeniapremenopausal osteopenia..””

Plagiarized passage (Munoz et al. 2002):Plagiarized passage (Munoz et al. 2002):
  ““There are some published data on There are some published data on trabecular trabecular bone mineral density (BMD) in adultbone mineral density (BMD) in adult

women with AN. but it is still unknown whether there is a progressive or permanentwomen with AN. but it is still unknown whether there is a progressive or permanent
decline in bone mass. Although the role of estrogen replacement therapy indecline in bone mass. Although the role of estrogen replacement therapy in
preventing bone loss in menopausal women has been clearly established, no studiespreventing bone loss in menopausal women has been clearly established, no studies
have been carried out to determine whether it is beneficial in young women withhave been carried out to determine whether it is beneficial in young women with
premenopausal osteopeniapremenopausal osteopenia””
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credit is not like money
Giving credit to others does not diminishGiving credit to others does not diminish

the credit you get from your paperthe credit you get from your paper

Falsifying data will kill your careerFalsifying data will kill your career

Failing to give credit to others canFailing to give credit to others can
damage your institution anddamage your institution and
the honest members of yourthe honest members of your

profession.profession.

Fraud and misconduct
 A final thought

Better cite too often
than not often enough!

The road to academic hell is paved
with plagiarized papers.
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